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There is so much more to LED lighting than simply switching off your old light bulbs and upgrading 

to this new technology; digital lighting grants incredibly long life-span - up to 100.000 hours - a vast 

range of possibilities to chose from, energy saving and cost efficient solutions and much more, 

but choosing the right technology for your particular application can be tricky and overwhelming.

Delectra’s main objective is to lead its clients in this peculiar market and help him make sense of 

its infinite options; we offer the best choices, both in terms of quality and price, without compromising 

though on safety standards or reliability, as many other competitors do.

To build these systems many variables and options must be taken into consideration, amongst 

the available ones; manufacturers, lighting source models, technical specifications etc. all these 

differ from one another in terms of quality, CRI, colour temperature, binning and such properties. 

Power supplies come in many flavours too: these differ mainly in warranty, life span, safety and 

reliability features, certifications, efficiency, cost and dimensions, just to name a few.

Delectra and its team carefully choose, design, assemble and manufacture systems 

and products for its customers and clients, granting Italian top-quality for all its digital 

lighting solutions. 

Drivers and LED lighting from manufacturer



  

Delectra’s customers

THEY SEEK PERSONALIZATION CHARACTER 
AND PERSONALITY

Clients highly value and appreciate quality, reliability, expertise and especially custo-

mization with character and personality.

Delectra product base portfolio allowed mono and multicolour led use; driver expe-

rience and many custom bodies that with help of the specifier became tailor-made.

The company’s R&D office and the production centre play a fundamental role in the 

design and manufacturing of high quality products; these are specifically engineered 

with a few, but important key principles in mind: 

•	 Long-lasting	life

•	 Optimal	lighting	and	energy	efficiencies

•	 Slick	uncomplicated	and	highly	customisable	design	

Taking into consideration not only customers’ needs, but also 21st century envi-

ronment-friendly policies on waste and energy-savings.

We take great pride in applying our knowledge base and expertise, while consolida-

ting partnerships and business relationships, with our direct clients and customers 

that use Delectra’s products. 

We focus our attention towards the European market, by employing Italian mate-

rials and by delivering solutions based on high quality standards and our own brand 

philosophy, which is appreciated for its simplicity, transparency, long lasting life and 

reliability features.

•		Supermarkets	
•		Museums	
•		Expositions
•		Multi-purpose	events 

MAIN	SECTORS	OF	APPLICATION

•		Industrial
•		House	&	residential
•		Hotels,	ballrooms	and	event	
    venues
•		Ship	and	Naval	industry
•		Shops, shopping centres 



  

LEDucation, know-how solid foundations:

Light and the Lighting industry have undergone substantial changes since the advent of 
digital technologies; LEDs are semiconductors and they cannot be treated as conventional 
light bulbs.
Nowadays electronics is a key component almost present in any technology and as such, 
it plays a major role in these modern lighting systems. 

Delectra’s decennial expertise in the field, acquired over the past decades by carefully 
designing and engineering lighting, power and heat dissipation systems, comes into play 
helping its customers in achieving top quality solutions, with affordable prices and the best 
performance in terms of products’ quality and long lasting life-span.
Delectra has been always committed to quality; in fact, it is one of its core values and 
indicators when choosing and manufacturing LED-based solutions.

Thanks to the partnership with Elettrolab group, who boasts solid and long-lasting 
connections with different LEDs manufacturers, all the latest news and trends in the 
lighting world route through Delectra.
Solid design and engineering foundations, highly analytical problem solving skills - on 
which the team bases its knowledge and expertise -  allow Delectra to be very competitive 
in terms of prices in today’s markets, yet maintaining their top standards in terms of quality, 
reliability and customization options, offered to all of its clients and customers.

3 years warranty, because we 
know inside electronics. 

1986: Introduction of both analog and 
digital dimmers, Lighting help shaping 
objects and give better light harmony to 
venues, theatres, public places and office 
spaces.

1988:	Introduction	of	DMX-512	protocol;	
achieving digital network connections in 
theatres and TV/media studios

2002: Introduction and adoption of bi-di-
rectional dialogue, superimposed on digital 
DMX-512;	this	will	later	be	known	interna-
tionally	as	RDM.

2005: Used and installed the first batch of 
80.000 Power LEDs.

2006:	More	than	2000	LEDs	Voltage-drivers	
installed

2007:	More	than	20.000	Current-regulators	
for 2nd generation LEDs installed

2008:	Ar111	and	MR16	alone	reach	
“1	Million	LEDs		milestone”,	sold	to	the	
general lighting market from one single 
Italian company.

2009: After successful internal testing 
and subsequent technology release to 
the public, Ethernet-ready connectivity is 
made commercially available on our full 
range of products; 

2012: Delectra as technological forerunner 
designs and manufactures LEDs Tubes, 
perfect substitutes for old standard neon 
tubes.

2014: After many years of development 
and testing POE (Power over Ethernet) is 
officially and commercially available.

2016:	Avvio	Mini	Wi-Fi:	a	 top-tech,	high-
quality	Wi-Fi	network	controller,	sold	at	an	
affordable price to general public, private 
customers and retailers.

2018: Avvio Series extended with 100 
and	 200w	 models	 and	 RDM	 proprietary	
accessories



  

Products

Power Supply

•	Accendo	Series:
Domotic heart of a low-Voltage LEDs system: used to control the whole light 
installation.

•	Avvio	CC	Series	(constant	current)	:
Used in its different versions to control in current mode, constant current 
LED	systems:	DMX512,	RDM,	Wi-Fi,	Artnet	protocol.

•	Avvio	CV	Series	(constant	voltage)	:
Used in its different versions to control in voltage mode, constant voltage 
LED	systems:	DMX512,	RDM,	Wi-Fi,	Artnet	protocol.

•	Universale	Series:
Power supply series to dimm LED systems in both dmx and traditional IGBT or 
triack	phase	cut	base	dimmers:		DMX512,	RDM,	potentiometer,	phase	cut	protocol.

•	Alimentatori	series:
General purpose power supply series to control with current mode and 
voltage	mode	LED	systems;	dimmable,	ON/OFF	,	IGBT	or	triack	phase	
cut dimmers, 0/10V, potentiometer and POE.

•	Remoto	Series:
Devices	with	dmx/RDM	proprietary	protocol,	 that	allow	 to	control	 remotely	
the majority of Delectra’s and other manufacturer LED systems.

Lighting systems solutions

•	Geniale	Series:
MR	16,	available	in	any	version:	RGBW,	white	or	dynamic	white

•	Sole	Series:
AR 111 available in any version: RGBW, white or dynamic white

•	Quadra	Series:
LED refitting solution for traditional fluorescent tubes ceiling lamps, available 
in different shapes and sizes

•	Sottile	Series:	
LEDs-Bar solution suitable for hidden applications available in different sizes

•	Techno-Tube	Series:
LEDs tube refitting for traditional fluorescent tubes; compatible with the majority 
of currently existing devices

•	Illumino	Series	:
Spot for rail-installation applications

Avvio	51 MINI	Avvio Accendo	DMX	512	opto	splitter Accendo Zone design Geniale	MR16 Sole AR 111 Illumino 30L Geniale



  

Pre-assembled LED components

Naked Technology
•	Undressed	lights
We offer naked, finished and tested lighting projects; our client can dress and 
customize the already tested heart of the light, in different size and optics.
The mechanical encapsulation will be exactly how you want it.

•	Optical	systems:
    Available in different shapes and sizes.

•	Led	Drivers:
    Designed by Elettrolab and customized.  

•	Heat	sinks:
    Available in different shapes and sizes.

•	Leds:
    Always the latest technology



  

Services

Delectra offers thorough ad-hoc services and overall support to its customers:

•		Leading	its	clients	towards	the	best	choices	of	lighting	systems	solutions

•		Giving	high	possibilities	of	products	customization	on	request

•		Providing	testing	samples	for	field	testing	

•		Efficiently	managing	pre-sales,	sales	and	post-sales	situations

•		Providing	complete	and	thorough	customer	service	during/post	installation,	with	dedicate	
   expert personnel

•		Granting	high	availability	in	time	of	products	and	spare	parts,	with	its	local	production	
   and manufacturing

  

The Production Process  

Delectra has been proudly located for all these years in the North East of Italy, in “the 

Italian	Silicon	Valley”,	an	industrialised	area	full	of	companies	that	“breathe,	think	and	

talk	electronics”.

Our production methods vary: from low-volume production of batches of highly

customised products and for special applications, to high-volume industrial-grade 

production of batches of thousands of devices. 

We assure the quality of our production, our products and services.

With the rapid evolution of nowadays technologies and electronic components, 

systems performance increase, while faster, more efficient and more effective 

assembly processes and methods are required.

We pioneered these methods in the past, and we stand out from the crowd today,

in the fields of assembly processes and integrated production techniques. 

Delectra in fact, strongly believes that only through the meticulous application and 

strict observance of the highest industrial and production standards, it is possible to 

achieve the greatest success in this technologically advanced field, that continuously 

pushes forward.

.



  

The Team

OUR CLIENTS AND US
One of Delectra’s core objective is to develop, design and manufacture safe and 

reliable lighting systems, that not only totally comply with all current regulations, but 

yet they are still able to deliver superior quality characteristics and excellent perfor-

mance, when compared to all other market’s alternatives.

We strongly believe that top quality, fast and affordable technological innovations and 

above all, total client satisfaction, are values that must be pushed forward altogether, 

when developing such advanced systems and solutions

OUR	EMPLOYEES	AND	US
Delectra’s grants qualified employment in a healthy, friendly and challenging environment; 

where employees’ ideas are valued and they are equally and respectfully treated and re-

warded with competitive salaries; there are great possibilities to develop and grow, both 

professionally and personally.

This allows us to create a great culture in the work place, where interpersonal and social 

relationships are stimulated, highly valued and respected.

OUR PARTNERS AND US
Our suppliers play a key role in the product’s life-cycle chain and are vital to the 

company, allowing us to progress towards our yearly goals and monthly achieve-

ments. 

We always act with the maximum clarity and commitment: this is why we are able to 

build long-lasting partnerships based on true and honest mutual engagement and 

fulfilment of responsibilities.

	  

	  



THE ELETTROLAB GROUP 

Delectra’s brand has been thoughtfully created to deliver ideas of the Elettrolab Group 

company, that has been designing and manufacturing top quality industrial electro-

nics products since 1984, for various engineering and applications sectors such 

as industrial automation, the food and bio-medical industries but above all, for the 

general-lighting market.

Since its early beginnings Elettrolab successfully employs different platforms, based on 

DSP and microcontrollers, developing and implementing algorithms and communication 

protocols for industrial applications: these mainly concern command and control, and 

data transmission solutions for various DC, brushless and stepper motors applications.

At the same time the company starts adventuring and pioneering into the world of 

lighting solutions, by designing engineering and manufacturing power supply devices 

and electronic ballasts for discharge lamps.

Over	 the	 time	 20.000	 power	 supply	 devices	 for	 150÷2500	W	 lamps	 have	 been	

manufactured, as well as 200.000 stepper motors drivers, while employing more than 

2.000.000 power LEDs. 

Elettrolab’s technical laboratory is equipped with state-of-the-art equipment for 

electronics and thermal analysis. The tech-team who runs the lab is made up of young, 

passionate, very dynamic and expert technicians, designers and engineers, backed up 

by the solid expertise and background in hardware, software and lighting techniques, 

of the senior staff, business owners and shareholders.

This great recipe, mixture of expertise and dynamism, allows the Elettrolab Group to 

be one of the few Italians forerunner in this field, by entirely developing and locally 

manufacturing high quality 100%-Italian-made products.



Via	dell’Industria,	25
31020 San Vendemiano (TV)

T.+39	0438	470047	F.	+39	0438	470100

www.delectra.org


